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  Introduction
One of the most popular methods for the selection of regression models is based on
minimizing the crossvalidation CV criterion of Stone  among an appropriate
class of model candidates	 This may be particularly motivated when prediction or

similarly
 estimation of the unknown regression function is the aim of the statisti
cal analysis	 The idea of the traditional leaveoneout CV approach is to assess the
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
predictive performance of a model by an average of certain measures for the ability of
predicting one observation by a model t after deleting just this observation from the
data set	
The properties of CV as estimate of the mean squared error of prediction MSEP
have been compared with those of other model selection criteria by Bunke and Droge
	 Besides others
 there it is shown that some version of bootstrap outperforms
CV
 which is in accordance with the ndings of Efron 
 	 Asymptotic results




 its asymptotic optimality in the sense of Shibata  is proved	
CV has the appealing feature that no estimation of the error variance is required	
On the other hand
 there exist nonlinear regression situations where it is not well
dened
 see e	g	 Bunke et al	 	 To remedy this problem
 the socalled full
crossvalidation FCV criterion has been proposed	 Its properties as estimate of the
MSEP in the linear regression case have been investigated by Droge 
 with the
main result that FCV is superior to CV	 However
 the conclusions may be dierent
when comparing the behaviour of the model selection procedures based on both cri
teria
 cf	 the simulation study in Droge 	 In the present paper we study the
asymptotic behaviour of linear model selection by FCV	 It turns out that under some
conditions
 the minimumFCVprocedure shares the asymptotic optimality property of
the procedure based on CV	
The rest of this paper is organized as follows	 The general framework is described
in Section 	 There we introduce also the CV and the FCV criteria
 whose asymptotic
optimality is addressed in Section 	 Section  provides a brief discussion of related
work	 The proof of the main result in Section  is deferred to the Appendix	
 Crossvalidation and Full Crossvalidation
We assume to have observations y      yn of a response variable at xed values x      xn
of a kdimensional vector of explanatory variables satisfying
yi  fxi  i i       n 
where f is an unknown regression function
 and the errors i are independent with
mean zero and variance 	 The analysis of the data requires in general to estimate

the function f 
 for which a variety of parametric and nonparametric approaches exists	
In the parametric approach there is seldom sure evidence on the validity of a certain
model
 so that one has to choose a good one from those being tentatively proposed	
The focus of this paper is on linear model selection	 That is
 we assume that
there are pn known functions of the explanatory variables
 say g      gpn
 associated
with the response variable
 and the aim is to approximate the regression function
by an appropriate linear combination of some of these functions	 Each such linear
combination is characterized by the subset of indices of the included functions
 say
m   f     png	 Possibly not all linear combinations are allowed
 so that the class
of competing models is characterized by a subset Mn of the power set of f     png	
Using the least squares approach for tting the models to the data gives
 for each
m  Mn







where the coecients 
m








with respect to i i  m	
On the basis of model m
 future values of the response variable at the design point
xi will usually be predicted by yim  fmxi i       n	 Thus
 given the
observations
 the conditional expected squared prediction error is








is the average squared error loss at the design points	  describes the prediction per
formance of a model
 whereas  measures the eciency of model m when estimation
of the regression function is the objective of the analysis	 Consequently
 the prediction
problem is closely related to that of estimating f 	
Many model selection procedures are based on minimizing criteria which may be
interpreted as estimates of  or of its unconditional version
 the MSEP
 see e	g	 Bunke

and Droge 	 One of the most widely used MSEP estimates in practice is the CV
criterion of Stone  dened by





where yim is the prediction at xi leaving out the ith data point	 CV works well in
many applications	 However
 to avoid the introductory mentioned diculties with CV
in nonlinear regression
 the FCV criterion







 where yim is the least squares prediction at xi with substituting
yi by yim instead of deleting it
 see Bunke et al	  and Droge 	
Droge  has compared the dierent crossvalidation criteria as estimates of the
MSEP
 concluding that FCV outperforms their traditional counterpart	 More precisely

it has been shown that the absolute value of the bias of FCV is smaller than that of
CV and
 under the assumption of normally distributed errors in 
 FCV has also a
smaller variance than CV at least in a minimax sense	
 Asymptotic Optimality
This section is concerned with the asymptotic optimality of the model selection proce
dures based on minimizing CV and FCV in the sense of Shibata 	 Let m and m
denote the minimizer of CV and FCV
 respectively
 i	e	
m  arg min
m Mn
CV m and m  arg min
m Mn
FCV m
Li  has proved that under reasonable conditions
 the minimizer of the CV crite
rion
 m





  in probability 
Let Pnm be the projection onto the linear space associated with the model indexed
by m hat matrix	 Then
 dening Rnm  ELnm


















 conditions C and C are assumed to hold for some natural number q
 	
denotes the maximum diagonal element of a matrix and jmj is the dimension of the
model number of elements in m	
For the minimizer of the FCV criterion
 m
 the same property may be shown under
the additional assumption that the largest model dimension increases slower than the
sample size	
Theorem Assume that C C and cn  supm Mn
Pnm  o hold Then
m is asymptotically optimal ie  holds with m instead of m
Remarks on the assumptions Assume that the explanatory variables
 say
x      xpn
 are given in a decreasing order of importance such as in polynomial
regression	 Then it is quite natural to consider only the case of nested models
 i	e	
Mn  ffg f g     f      pngg  Mn
 where each model m  M

n is identied
by the set of indices of those explanatory variables which are included in the model	
For this situation
 Li  has shown that only q   is needed for the moment
condition C and
 moreover




 from Shibata  it is known that in the problem of selecting an
appropriate order in polynomial regression
 the condition C will hold when the true
regression function is not a polynomial	
As noticed by Li 
 condition C assumes only the existence of a consistent
selection procedure when f is known	
Condition C requires that the diagonal elements of the hat matrix are bounded
away from 	 Recalling that Pnm is a projection matrix leading to Pnm  

this may be recognized as a weak assumption	 piim   implies that the vector of
the regression parameters is not identiable when leaving out the ith data point	
Condition C excludes extremely unbalanced designs
 see again Li 	
Finally we mention that our condition cn   follows e	g	 from C if the largest

model dimension increases slower than the sample size
 i	e	 supm Mn jmj  on	 In
the case of nested models this corresponds just to the assumption pn  on
 which
was also imposed by Shibata 	 However
 such a condition makes the selection
rule not completely datadriven
 since it is hard to decide whether supm Mn jmj is small
enough compared with n	
 Some Related Work
The asymptotic properties of model selection procedures based on dierent criteria
have been investigated by several authors	 Here we present only a short review of some
results	
Nishii  considered the problem of selecting an appropriate submodel of some
given linear model
 say m   f     pg with associated design matrix G
 of xed
dimension pn  p	 Consequently
 Mn  M does not depend on the sample size	 He
made the following assumption
N There is a true minimal adequate linear regression model
 say m  M 	 The
matrixGTG is positive denite
 and limn n GTG exists and is also positive denite	
We will reformulate Nishiis result in terms of two notions of consistency for a model
selection procedure m
 which which have been introduced by Muller 	 A proce
dure m is called mconsistent if its probability of selecting the true model tends to
one
 i	e	 P  m  m  as n 	 Moreover
 with M  fm Mn j m   mg
 m
is calledMconsistent if P  m M  as n
 i	e	 if the probability of selecting
a model not including the true one tends to zero	 Then Nishii showed that under N
and the assumption of normally distributed errors





  and AIC Akaike
  are Mconsistent
but not mconsistent
 that is the selected models apt to overt	 In contrast
 the
mconsistency was proved for the criterion GIC which is a generalization of BIC
Schwarz
 	 Note that for the result on CV
 limn Pnm    is additionally
required
 which is in this case equivalent to our condition cn  	
The above results have been generalized by Muller  to the case of nonnormal
errors and inadequate linear models dening a pseudotrue instead of a true model
in a convenient way and assuming some additional conditions on the design and the

unknown regression function	 Now it is easy to check that under the same assumptions
the minimumFCVprocedure m is also Mconsistent	 As remarked by Muller 

the results can be generalized to cases where the dimension of model m  increases
with the sample size
 i	e	 for p  pn  on
 but that of the true model m is still
xed	 Furthermore
 assuming certain conditions to ensure that m minimizes Lnm
for suciently large n
 which are fullled e	g	 under N
 mconsistent procedures
may be seen to be also asymptotically optimal in the sense of 	
In the situation of Nishii  but with errors as in 
 Shao  made simi
lar observations concerning the asymptotic behaviour of the minimumCVprocedure	
He found that the deciency of the leaveoneout CV can be rectied by using a
leavedout CV
 say CVd	 More precisely
 he showed that some variants of CVd
are mconsistent if d
n   and n  d   as n   and
 with the notation
  fx      fxnT 
 the following conditions are satised
lim infn n kI  Pnmk 	  for models m M nM 
GTG  On GTG   On  cn  o
Notice that condition  on the model biases provides some type of asymptotic model
identiability	
Zhang dealt with multifold CV in the same context
 too	 Under some as
sumtions including d
n   	  as n   and cn  o
 he established that the
CVd criterion is asymptotically equivalent to the criterion
CRm  RSSm  jmjm  with     








 it holds  	  if  	 
 whereas CRm
may be recognized by the reader as the Cpcriterion of Mallows 	 Furthermore

Zhangs results imply that under his assumptions the CVdmethod is Mconsistent
but notmconsistent	 This is in some accordance with the above result of Shao 

who proved the necessity of d
n  for mconsistency
 although this condition seems
rather surprising at rst glance	 Another interesting conclusion of Zhang is that the
probability of choosing the true model m is an increasing function of 	 When  

the CVd criterion becomes equivalent to the CV criterion	
Model selection procedures based on minimizing the criterion  were also investi
gated by Zheng and Loh 
 assuming that the covariates gi are either preordered

or sorted according to tstatistics	 Thus
 the competing models are nested as in Mn	
The errors in  were assumed to be subGaussian and
 moreover
 the maximal model
dimension pn was allowed to depend on n
 satisfying lim supn pn
n  
 whereas the
true model did not depend on the sample size	 The authors showed how the factor
jmj of the penalty term for the model complexity in  has to be replaced by some
positive nondecreasing function
 hnjmj
 of jmj to achieve mconsistency of the cor
responding model selection procedure	 The imposed condition on the design matrices
is fairly minimal in proving asymptotic theory for linear models and weaker than that
of Shao
 
 whereas the growth restrictions on hn reveal the interplay of hn
 pn and
the minimal bias of an inadequate model
  min  minm MnnM  kI  Pnmk
 which
is necessary for preventing both overtting and undertting	 The mconsistency of a
procedure depends clearly on the choice of hn
 which in turn is decided by pn and the
growth of  min since
 roughly speaking
 hn has to increase faster than pn but slower
than  min	 Generally
 if pn   as n  
 then the penalty hnjmj is required to
grow faster than when pn is bounded	 Under the imposed assumtions it turns out that

for example
 BIC dened by hnjmj  jmj log n is mconsistent if pn  olog n	
On the other hand
 pn  olog log n would imply the mconsistency of the  criterion
given by hnjmj  cjmj log log n
 where c 	  Hannan and Quinn
 	
It should be pointed out that all results on which we have commented above depend
heavily on the assumed existence of a xed nitedimensional true or pseudotrue
model	 The story is quite dierent when the dimension of the true model increases
with the sample size or is innite	 In this case it is already known from Shibata 
that criteria with comparatively small penalties for the model complexity such as AIC

FPE and Cp are optimal in the sense of 
 whereas those with larger penalties like BIC
and  are not	 The results of the present paper on FCV as well as those of Li 
on CV
 Cp and generalized CV of Craven and Wahba  are in the same spirit	
We remark that Li  treated the somewhat more general problem of selecting a




 also the nearestneighbour nonparametric regression case	

Appendix Proof of Theorem
Let Pnm  pijmij n
 y  y      yn
T 
         n
T 
 and kzkA  z
TAz
for an n 
 nmatrix A and z  IRn	 Then we derive from 	 and 	 in Droge
 that












!m  diag m     nm im  piim  piim
As we will see
 it suces to verify that Znm is negligible compared with Lnm
uniformly for any m Mn	 More precisely













since the expression on the lefthand side is bounded from above by
 supm Mn jZnmj
Lnm and









The desired result is now a consequence of A Given any  	 
 set   
  	
Then
 denig m  arg minm Mn Lnm and recalling the denition of m
 we obtain
P











Pf Ln m   Lnm
 	 g
Pf Ln m   Lnm
 	 FCV  m FCV mg
PfjLn m Lnm











which converges to zero due to A	

Thus it remains to show A	 To accomplish this
 we use the decomposition



















Rnm  for i    	
i To prove the statement for S m









Obviously we have im  cn  cn for i       n
 which implies on account of
A











  cncnRnm A
and hence S m
Rnm  cn  cn	 The desired result follows since cn   as
n	
ii Given any  	 



























kI  PnmI !mI  Pnmkq
nqRnmq
A






which tends zero as n   due to condition C	 Notice that A and A fol
low because of the Markov inequality and Theorem  of Whittle 
 respectively

whereas A may be derived similarly to A	
iii With the notation Hm  I  Pnm!mI  Pnm  Pnm
 the
last term may be rewritten as S	m  n kkHm	 Recalling P

n m  Pnm


im  piim  piim  cn  cn andA
 it is easily seen that there is some
constant K 	  such that
trHmHT m  tr!mI  Pnm
  trPnm
 KtrPnm  Kn
Rnm A
Given any  	 




























 again on account of C
 converges to zero as n  	 Hence the proof is
completed by showing that
 uniformly for any m  Mn
 jES	mj
Rnm   as




















Rnm  cn  cnn
 trPnm  cn  cnRnm
which in turn entails the desired result since cn   as n	
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